Flexible, powerful, and robust: the BPS C1 offers everything a bank branch or cash center manager’s heart desires. This banknote processing system is versatile and easy to use. It offers high level functionality in day-to-day business: high-grade authentication and denomination verification, rapid sorting by denomination, series, and orientation, and multi-currency processing for up to ten currencies. The BPS C1 can be easily configured to perform specific applications such as check processing, serial number reading and barcode/ticket reading with maximum security. With a speed of up to 1,300 banknotes per minute for counting, and up to 1,050 banknotes per minute for authentication, fitness detection, serial number and barcode reading, it is a fast and reliable system in the compact segment. Three speed levels are available for manual setting.
Greater productivity for a wide range of cash processes

UNIVERSAL
The BPS C1 is the perfect addition to any cash processing operation. It is highly versatile, convenient, and easy to operate, and supports an exceptional range of use cases: at bank branches, cash centers, casinos, cash desks at central bank branches, currency exchange offices, public transport offices, and retailers. It supports an exceptional range of applications at low operational cost.

INDIVIDUAL CONFIGURATION
The extraordinary flexibility of the BPS C1 means it can be adapted to suit an array of requirements, enabling rapid sorting by denomination, series, and orientation. The unit can also perform multi-currency processing for up to ten currencies, check processing, serial number reading, barcode/ticket reading, including print-out on an external printer and subsequent data processing.

EASY OF USE
The BPS C1 is easy and intuitive to use, enabling a high degree of productivity even when two cashiers are working in parallel. This, along with the ergonomic design, guarantees fast work.

HIGH EFFICIENCY
The BPS C1 is compact, robust, and powerful. It combines ease of use with a small footprint and high cost efficiency. It is a particularly cost-efficient investment – not least because it can integrate with cash management software systems such as BPS Connect, Compass VMS, and BPS Connect Casino.

1,300
BANKNOTES PER MINUTE
That’s how fast the BPS C1 counts banknotes. This all-rounder can support any step in the cash handling process at bank branches – from the back office to teller windows.

Make more of your cash management processes

G+D Currency Technology will support you with secure sensor technology, in-depth process knowledge, and a portfolio of selected BPS systems and support services, which also includes remote maintenance for updates, upgrades, monitoring, and diagnosis.

Let’s talk!